[Epidemiology of heart disease in diabetes].
Diabetes mellitus is a frequent disease--3% of the French population in 1999. Vital prognosis is essentially related to cardiac complications, at least in type 2 diabetic patients, that is 85 to 90% of diabetic subjects. The most frequently observed cardiac complications are symptomatic or silent ischemic coronary disease and myocardial events, followed by heart failure. These complications may also result from cardiac autonomic neuropathy, be manifested by arrhythmia and even lead to sudden death. Data on the prevalence and incidence of these events are scarce, and the epidemiologic characteristics are not the primary aim of publications. This review analyses: cardiovascular drug consumption in French diabetic and non diabetic patients, the incidence and prevalence rates of the most important cardiac complications from some large general prospective studies which included enough diabetic subjects, coronographic severity scores for diabetic and non-diabetic subjects, prognosis following treated coronary events, some prevalence data on cardiac autonomic neuropathy.